Abstract. We have resolved the expansion of intensely irradiated atomic clusters on a femtosecond time scale. These data show evidence for resonant heating, similar to resonance absorption, in spherical cluster plasmas.
Introduction
There have been many studies of the irradiation of atomic clusters with short pulse high intensity laser radiation [l-4] . The high local density of cluster targets greatly increases the coupling of the laser energy to the atoms. Recent experiments [ 1, 4] have examined the dynamics of cluster disassembly. Of particular interest is the time for disassembly and the heating mechanisms involved. Theory [3] predicts resonance effects should play a major role in these interactions.
Similar to resonance absorption, this resonance should greatly enhance the absorption of laser energy by the clusters. Due to the spherical geometry of the clusters, the resonance occurs when the electron density is three times the critical density. In this paper we report on a series of experiments investigating these resonance effects
Experimental Methods
The laser used for these experiments was a Ti:Sapphire CPA laser system operating at a wavelength of 8 10 nm, capable of producing about 50 mJ in a 50 fs pulse [5] . We could vary the laser pulse length by changing the grating spacing in the compressor. The beam could also be directed through a beamsplitter, with one beam going into a variable delay leg. The beam was then focused with an f/3 off axis paraboloid onto a cluster target. The clusters were produced by expansion in a supersonic Lava1 nozzle backed with up to 200 psi of xenon. From a calculation of the Hagena parameter we estimate the average number of atoms per cluster, N, to be up to 6 x 10' [6, 7] . The cluster radii ranged from 85 A to 205 A. The average density produced by the nozzle is estimated to vary from approximately 1.5 x 1017 to 6 x lOI atoms/cm3 [8]. that they peak for different pulse widths.
Results and Discussion
In the pump-probe experiments a small (10%) pump pulse was sent into the target to expand the clusters before the probe pulse arrives. This allows us to probe the disassembly of the clusters as they expand into a bulk plasma. Both pulses were about 50 fs in length. The probe pulse had a peak intensity in vacuum of 1.6 x 1017 Wcm2. Figure 1 shows absorption as a function of probe delay for different backing pressures of xenon. The absorption peak in Fig. 1 indicates the presence of resonant heating as the clusters expand. At very small delays, absorption is low; the cluster has little time to expand and the second pulse arrives long before the electron density reaches the resonance condition (nJn,,,=3). However, as we increase the delay, absorption increases. The longer delay allows the electron density to be near the resonance condition when the pulse arrives, greatly enhancing the absorption of laser light. For longer delays, the cluster has continued to expand and the probe pulse is poorly absorbed by the, now underdense, plasma. Eventually, we reach a condition in which the clusters are fully disassembled and the absorption approaches a constant depending only on the average gas density. Our model, similar to Ref. [3] , is shown as solid lines in Fig  1. The delay for peak absorption is in good agreement with the data. Figure 2 shows that results of a simultaneous measurement of absorption and 90" Mie scattering of the laser radiation for different pulse lengths. Clearly the scattering signal reaches a maximum at a longer pulse length than the absorption. As a cluster expands, not only does the electron density decrease, but the radius increase as well. For spheres of the relevant size, the ratio of scattering cross section to absorption cross section increases as radius increases [9] . This should cause the observed increase in scattering after the absorption has reached it peak 4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have resolved the expansion of atomic clusters on a femtosecond time scale. These data show that spherical resonance absorption plays an important role in cluster heating. The effects of resonance is seen in Mie scattering measurements also. However, the peak in the scattering occurs for longer pulse widths than absorption measurements.
